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SIGMA-AMENABLE LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS1

J. W. JENKINS

Abstract. Let G denote a locally compact group and a(G) the

semigroup of nonempty compact subsets of G. The combinatorial

properties of the family of all groups G for which a(G) is amenable

is studied. The relationship between amenability of G and amen-

ability of a(G) is also investigated.

1. (r-amenability. Let 5 be a semigroup and X a closed subspace

of m(s), the space of all bounded real valued functions defined of 5

with the sup norm. Assume that X contains the constant functions.

A linear functional p. on X is a mean if p. is positive and of norm one.

If for each/ in X, sf is also in X, where ¡fit) =f(st) for each s, t in S,

and if ju(s/) =p(f) for each/ in X and 5 in S, then li is a left invariant

mean (LIM) on X.

If G is a locally compact group, G is said to be amenable (more

accurately, left-amenable) if there is a LIM on the space of bounded

continuous functions.

For G a locally compact group, we denote by o-(G) the family of all

nonempty compact subsets of G. a(G) becomes a semigroup if we

define multiplication by set product, i.e. UU' = {uu'\ uE U, u'E U'}

for each U, U' in <r(G).

Definition 1.1. A locally compact group G is said to be a-amenable

if there is a LIM on wî(<t(G)).

For the remainder of this section we are primarily concerned with

the combinatorial properties of «--amenable groups. G and H will

denote locally compact Hausdorff groups. We begin with

Proposition 1.2. If G is an abelian group or a compact group, then

G is ar-amenable.

Proof. If G is an abelian group then quite obviously <riG) is com-

mutative, and hence there is a LIM on m(a(G)) (see Day [l]).

Suppose that G is compact. Then GEo(G) and hence the point

evaluation ea, defined by ea(f) =f(G) for each/ in m(o(G)) is a mean
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on m(a(G)). Furthermore, since for each U in a(G) we have UG

= G, ea(uf) =f(UG) =f(G) =eGif). Thus, e0 is a LIM on m(a(G)).

Proposition 1.3. Let ir be an open continuous homomorphism of G

onto H, and suppose that G is a-amenable. Then H is a-amenable.

Proof, ir has an obvious extension to a homomorphism a of a(G)

into cr(H). The fact that # is an epimorphism is an immediate conse-

quence of x being open and continuous. The proposition then follows

from Day [l].

Proposition 1.4. If H is an open subgroup of G and if G is a-amen-

able then His a-amenable.

Proof.  First observe that if   UEa(G),  then there exist gi, gi,

• ■ ■ , gn in G such that i/CU"=1 Hgi. For each/ in m(<r(H)), define/

in m(<r(G)) pointwise by

fiu) =-£,fiUgrlfMi),
n ,_i

where U(~\Hg ̂  0*=$Hg = Hgi for some 1 ̂  i ^ n, and Hgi = Hg^i —j.

Let p be a LIM on w(<r(G)) and define fi in m*(o-(H)) by fi(f) —p(J)

for each/ in m(a(H)). It is easily seen that fi is a mean on m(a(H)).

Suppose now that VEa(H) and that/Gwi((r(iî)). Then fi(vf) =p(vj),

and, for each UEa(G),

yfiu) = - ¿vfiugr1 nH) = - ¿/[F(r/gr'n n)]
n ,=i n i=i

- — îjfiVUgr'KB) =vif)iU).
n ,_i

Hence, fiivf) =piv(f)) =p(f) =/"(/)> and fi is a LIM on m(<r(H)).

Proposition 1.5. If G is a directed union of open cr-amenable sub-

groups {Ha} then G is a-amenable.

Proof. If pa is a LIM on m(a(Ha)) then fia(f) =pa(f\a(H)) is a

mean on m(a(G)) that is invariant under translations by elements of

a(Ha). Since {Ha} is directed, the family {.Ma}, where Ma is the

compact subset of means on m(<r(G)) that are a(Ha) invariant, has

the finite intersection property. Thus, since the means on m(a(G)) is

a compact set, f)Ma¿¿0. Finally, since each Ha is open in G, and

G = i)Ha, each U in <r(G) is in <r(Ha) for some a. Thus, if pEC\Ma,

p is a LIM on m(a(G)).
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The preceding propositions indicate that the family of <r-amenable

groups has combinatorial properties similar to the family of amenable

groups. However, there is one significant difference. The family of

amenable groups is closed with respect to group extensions. This is

not true for ^--amenable groups, as an example in §2 will show.2 In the

following proposition it is shown that certain group extensions do

give rise to <r-amenable groups.

Proposition 1.6. Suppose that H is the directed union of open,

compact, normal subgroups of G and that G/H is a-amenable. Then G

is a-amenable.

Proof. First note that H is an open normal subgroup of G, and

hence G/H is a discrete group.

Let {ga} be a transversal of G/H, and let H = \JßSB Hß, where each

Hß is an open compact normal subgroup of G.

For each ß in B and / in m(o(G)), define fß in m(a(G)) by fß(U)

=f(UHß). Dennefßinm(ff(G/H)) by

fß({g«lH,  ■  ■  ■ , gcc„H})  = fß({gai,  ■  ■  ■  , gan}).

Let X be a LIM on m(a(G/H)), and define the mean xiß on m(a(G))

by ßßif-)=*&).
Let UEff(G). There exist gaiE{Ga} and subsets Kt of H, for

i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, such that

U = Û  gaiKi.
•=i

Now,

ßß(Uf) = x(GfTß),

and

TvJ%i{gaiH, ■■■, g<n}) = (uf)ßi{gai, ■■■, ga>J) = P/( U gaiHß^

= /( Û^ UH0ga^ = /[ U ( Û   gajK^j Hßga^.

for ß sufficiently large, Kj(ZH$ for j = l, 2, • • • , w, and

(m    /    n

U ( U  g.&'Hß

* The author wishes to thank E. Granirer for pointing out an error in a proof of

this proposition.
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If UEaiG) and Lr = U?=1 gaiKt, define 0 in a(G/H) by Ü
= {gaiH, ■ ■ ■ ,ga„H}. Then,

üQßXigaiH, ■ ■ ■ ,gamH]) = fß(Ü{ga[H, • • • ,g¿mH\)

/    n     /    m

= fßi{g«u   ■   ■   ■   , g«n\ {g«'v   ■   ■   ■   , g«'J)   = /(    U   (    U   gaga'Hß
\ ¡=1 \ >—1

Therefore, given U in <r(G), for sufficiently large ß we have

w(p/) = \i(rf)ß) = x(í7(jW) = MIß) = w(/)-

Any w*-cluster point of {pß\ is thus a LIM on m(cr(G)).

2. Amenability and o--amenability. In this section we consider the

relationships of amenable and ff-amenable groups.

Given a group G, let ao(G) denote the set of all elements of a(G)

which have nonempty interiors. We have

Lemma 2.1. There is a LIM on <r(G) if, and only if, there is a LIM

OMCTo(G).

Proof. Merely observe that o"u(G) is an ideal of c(G). The lemma

then follows from Wilde and Witz [ó].

Proposition 2.2. If G is a-amenable then G is amenable.

Proof. For each/ in CB(G), the bounded continuous function on

G, define/ in m(o-0(G)) by

/(F) = | F h f fit)dt

for each U in <ro(G), where dt denotes left Haar measure on G and | U\

denotes the measure of U.

By Lemma 2.1, there is a LIM p on m(ao(G)). Define fi in CB(G)*

by fi(f) =p(f) for each/ in CB(G). It is obvious that fi is a mean. If

gEG,
fiigf)  = ßisl),

and

,jiu) = | t/-|-i f figt)dt = | u h f fit)dt = ,(7)(to

for each U in o-0(G). Hence

mV) = niÁ'f)) = m(7) = ßif)

for each/ in CBiG), and thus G is amenable.
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Proposition 2.3. Let G=Z2* Z2, the free product of Z2 with Z2. Then,

G is not a-amenable.

Proof. G is isomorphic to the discrete group generated by a and

b where a2 — b2 = e. We show that G is not cr-amenable by producing

disjoint right ideals in <r(G).

Let U={a, ab} and V={b, ba}. Then Uo-(G)r\Va(G) =0. To

see this consider the following: each element g in G can be written in

the canonical form g=a<iö<2 ■ - ■ a'»-iè'», where e, = l for 2át¿M-l

and {ei, e„} C ¡0, 1}. Define p(g) = >lf_i e„ and for each U in <r(G),

define p(U) = max{p(g)\gE U}.
If WE Uo(G), and gEW such that p(g) =p(W) then one can easily

see that in the canonical form of g, ei = 1. If WE Fcr(G), and g is chosen

similarly, ei =0 in the canonical form of g. Thus Ucr(G)r\Vo-iG) = 0.

Since UoiG) and VaiG) are right ideals of <r(G), the proposition

follows.
Remark. It is well known that Z2 * Z2 is amenable (cf. Dixmier

[2]). We can therefore conclude from the preceding propositions that

the family of cr-amenable groups is properly contained in the family

of amenable groups.

Proposition 2.3 also shows that some restrictions on the subgroup

if of Proposition 1.6 are necessary: Z2 * Z2 contains a normal abelian

subgroup, generated by ab, of finite index. Hence, not every extension

of a cr-amenable group by a cr-amenable group is cr-amenable.

There are amenable groups which have nonamenable open sub-

semigroups (cf. Höchster [4], Jenkins [5]). Let A' be the family of

all (amenable) groups such that each open subsemigroup is amenable,

and let A denote the family of all cr-amenable groups. It is natural to

ask if there is a inclusion relation between A and A'. Although the

answer is not known, we have the following information.

Proposition 2.4. A' is not contained in A.

Proof. Z2 * Z2 is an example of an element of A' that is not in A.

To prove that Zi * Zi is in A ' it suffices to show that Z2 * Z¡ contains

no free subsemigroups on two generators (cf. Frey [2]). Assume the

contrary, and let g and h be elements of Z2 * Z2 that generate a free

subsemigroup. We may assume that in canonical form g = a'ib'* ■ ■ ■

a'n-ib'» where e< = 1 for l^i^n — l. Note that «„ = 1 also, for if not,

g2=e. If in canonical form h=a*ibt* • ■ • af">-ibe™ where €, = 1 for

i^i^m, then gm = hn, a contradiction. Thus, we assume that h

= ¿>eio«2 ■ • • è«m-ia'<» where e, = l for i^i^m. Then (i) if n>m,

hg—a'^b'' ■ • • b'»-* where 6, = 1  for   l^i^n — m,   (ii)   if m>n,  hg
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= 6ei • • • a*»-» where e< = 1 for l¿i¿m — n, or (iii) hg=e. If (i) holds

then ihg)(n=g"~m, a contradiction. If (ii) holds, ihg)m = hm~n, a contra-

diction. Finally, if (iii) holds, then hg = gh, again a contradiction.

Therefore the semigroup generated by g and h is not free, and

Z2*ZtEA'.
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